Abstract. Dynamic facility layout problem (DFLP) is to arrange departments within a planar for multiple periods where the material flows between departments may change due to the varying of market demands, with the objective of minimizing the sum of total material handling cost and rearrangement cost. This paper proposes a new formulation of DFLP which is more realistic than those for traditional dynamic layout problems in two ways. First, departments in the new formulation have unequal sizes and can be placed anywhere within a two dimensional planar rather than at a set of predetermined locations. Second, the new formulation simultaneously determines the layout of departments and the locations of input/output (I/O) points while most researchers tackle these two issues sequentially and separately. An example problem is well solved by using the proposed formulation.
Introduction
Dynamic facility layout problem (DFLP) is to arrange departments within a planar for multiple periods where the material flows between departments may change due to the varying of market demands, with the objective of minimizing the sum of total material handling cost and rearrangement cost. Traditional DFLP is formulated based on the quadratic assignment problem (QAP), which assigns all departments to predetermined sites [1] [2] [3] . In those formulations of DFLP, departments are assumed to have equal sizes and input/output (I/O) point in each departments are assumed to be at the center of the predetermined sit. However, because the sizes, shapes, and the I/O locations of departments vary, the QAP-based formulation for DFLP has limitations in accurately reflecting real world cases. This paper presents a new formulation of DFLP where departments have unequal sizes and fixed shapes. Moreover, the proposed formulation of DFLP simultaneously determines the layout of departments and the locations of input/output (I/O) points.
Some researchers have present several different formulations for DFLP with unequal-sized departments [4, 5] , but none of them deals with layout of departments and the locations of I/O points simultaneously. This paper firstly explores the impact of relocation the I/O points on the layout rearrangement under dynamic environment. We attempt to discover an additional manner to respond to the dynamic market demand by actively modifying the locations of I/O points beyond the general way of rearranging the departments.
Mathematical Formulation for DFLP
DFLP focused in this study is to simultaneously determine the positions of unequal size departments and the locations of I/O points of departments within a two dimensional planar for multiple periods. Each department has a rectangular shape and free orientations (i.e. departments can be placed horizontally or vertically) [6] . The amount of material flows from the output point to the input point for each pair of departments is given and may change during different time period in the planning horizon. Since the flows vary along the time horizon, an analysis of layout rearrangement 2nd International Conference on Management Science and Innovative Education (MSIE 2016) during each pair of successive time periods is needed. The objective is to minimize the sum of the material handling cost (MHC) and department rearrangement cost (DRC) in the total planning horizon. MHC is defined as the product of the total travel distance (TTD) and the transportation cost per unit distance, where TTD is the sum of rectilinear distances between I/O points of departments weighted by the material flow quantities. The rearrangement cost for each department is also given as a constant number. To describe this DFLP, the notation is defined as follows.
Parameters Table 1 . In Table 1 , the material flow quantities between each of departments in period 1 (fmn1) and period 2 (fmn2) are listed. The sizes of the five departments are also listed in Table 1 . Table 1 Data of the example problem   m  fmn1  fmn2  dHm dVm  1  2  3  4  5  1  2  3  4  5  1  0  6  10  2  10  0  0  12  1  3  2.5  2  2  0  0  17  15  15  0  0  19  1 
